Antoine Lesur

Exciting French talent

Antoine Lesur’s creations equally emanate sensitivity and technique. Graduated from the Ecole Boulle in 2002 and earning strong experience in several agencies such as Patrick Jouin’s, Antoine established his own design studio in 2012.

Antoine’s work expands into multiple design disciplines ranging from product to spatial design. His explorations of form and space are a quest for innovation and order accuracy. Antoine has raised attention since his beginnings, obtaining numerous mentions and awards for his projects. Antoine was awarded the prestigious Émile Hermès Prize in 2014.
Playfulness Revisited

Every Huggy piece is a standalone statement full of character and restraint.

The emblematic armchair, the playful stools, the charismatic hanger... Huggy revisits bistro furniture to redefine it with a unique aesthetic and unseen playfulness.
Simply Flawless

Containing exactly zero sharp angles, its nonchalant outlook and sturdy design are an example of brilliant engineering at the service of originality.
Mind and Matter

A body of Aluminum T6 means every piece is ultra light yet heavy-duty, add a layer of trademark powder coating and you have a high performance promise from any piece, on any location, in or outdoors.
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Coat Hanger**
- Height: 1775 mm
- Width: 537 mm

**Table Ø75**
- Diameter: 750 mm
- Height: 750 mm

**Table Ø100**
- Diameter: 1000 mm
- Height: 750 mm

**Bar Table**
- Diameter: 600 mm
- Height: 1050 mm